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Patriot Supreme is helping ease the stress
and anxiety that some Americans are
feeling during the COVID-19 pandemic
hitting the country.

MESA, ARIZONA, UNITED STATES, April
10, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Patriot
Supreme, a top CBD oil manufacturer,
is hoping to help Americans deal with
the stress of the current COVID-19
pandemic with a variety of calming
CBD oil products. CBD oil can naturally
provide instant relief of anxiety by
regenerating damaged neurons caused
by an overload of stress. Justin
Elenburg, the founder and CEO of
Patriot Supreme, says, "Those who
regularly take prescribed anti-anxiety
medication can also simultaneously
use CBD oil, which may yield more
effective results." 

More information about Patriot
Supreme can be found at
http://www.patriotsupreme.com  

CBD oil has been shown to target 65
areas of the body by stimulating
neurotransmitter systems, which can
lead to effectively combating anxiety.
In a recent 2019 study, 79% of subjects
found an overall improvement in their
anxiety after taking CBD oil for one
month. While dosage depends on the individual, Patriot Supreme recommends that customers
start low then slowly increase if needed. 

Patriot Supreme uses top quality American-grown hemp and organic, GMO-free sources in its
CBD oil for anxiety. The veteran-owned company provides THC-free CBD oil in four different
forms for each individual's preferred method of consumption.  Those individuals looking to find
a natural anxiety treatment can choose between Patriot Supremes' CBD oil tinctures, capsules,
gummies or CBD oil topicals. Each of these products is derived from THC-free hemp, ensuring
that there are no psychoactive effects. 

While Elenburg is unable to legally confirm that CBD oils effectively cure anxiety, he can share his
personal experience, "Me and my wife began trialing CBD oil, I took the tincture for fast relief,
and my wife chose a topical cream. We quickly became converts, realizing how the CBD oil was
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able to help us deal with the stresses
of everyday life, the chaos of managing
multiple successful businesses, as well
as easing the suffering from military
injury."

Customers are so far pleased with their
use of Patriot Supreme's CBD oil for
anxiety. One customer credits Patriot
Supreme's products with helping
anxiety and sleep regulation, "I've tried
several other CBD products, and none
of them compare to Patriot Supreme.
CBD has helped me with reducing
anxiety and putting my mind to rest
towards the end of the day. It also
helps a lot when I find myself waking
up sore in the morning."

To learn more about Patriot Supreme's
calming CBD oil products, please visit
the company's official website. 
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